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Abstract — With Dr. Roger Pollard’s passing on December 3rd, 

2011, his friends and colleagues take this opportunity to look 
back and review his numerous contributions.  

Index Terms — Amplifier noise, IEEE Microwave Theory and 

Techniques Society, Noise Measurements, Microwave 
measurements, Nonlinear network analysis, Permittivity 
measurements, Terahertz, Vector network analyzer. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dr. Roger Pollard was a long time active volunteer for the 

IMS, MTT-S, IEEE and ARFTG, and he was a distinguished 

educator, researcher, and administrator for the University of 

Leeds, UK.  Roger’s personal research interests were in 

microwave network measurements, calibration and error 

correction, microwave and millimeter-wave circuits, terahertz 

technology and large-signal & nonlinear device 

characterization.   

Roger served as IEEE Vice President for Technical 

Activities, IEEE Board of Directors Secretary and MTT-S 

President.  His IEEE activities first started with UKRI chapter 

& section. While on the MTT-S AdCom, he became a leader 

in electronic information access and as Chair of the TAB/PAB 

Products Committee, Roger provided the leadership for the 

creation of IEEE Xplore, which has evolved into a world-class 

resource for technical information.   

Roger recently retired as Dean of the Faculty of 

Engineering for University of Leeds after a distinguished 

career. During this time he also worked as a consultant to 

Agilent Technologies contributing to new generations of 

Vector Network Analyzers for RF / microwave / millimeter 

frequencies. 

II. IAN HUNTER,   IAN ROBERTSON – ABSTRACT 

“Roger Pollard–Four decades at the University of Leeds” 

   Roger joined the University of Leeds in 1969 to read for a 

BSc degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering. Leeds 

was to remain his academic home for the next forty-one years. 

Having graduated with a first class degree in 1972, he went on 

to postgraduate study and, in 1974, was appointed Lecturer in 

the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering. He 

was awarded his PhD in 1980 and promoted to Senior 

Lecturer in 1985. He was made Professor of High Frequency 

Measurements in 1995. 

Roger was a warm, witty and wise colleague, respected and 

liked throughout the University. His reputation for sound 

judgment and creative thinking, passion for academic 

excellence and zeal for effective and fair governance led to his 

appointment as Head of the School of Electronic and 

Electrical Engineering in 1999, which he relinquished upon 

his appointment, in 2002, as Dean of the Faculty of 

Engineering – the first such appointment in a revised 

University-wide structure. He was to continue as Dean until 

his retirement from the University in 2010. One of his 

enduring legacies was to leave the Faculty in an enviably 

strong academic and financial position. Possessed of clarity of 

vision and strength of purpose, he carefully and successfully 

built on existing academic strengths, nurtured a strong team 

culture throughout the Faculty and led the development of 

innovative Faculty-wide administration and support service 

structures. School and Faculty meetings were much enlivened 

by his personal portfolio of cartoon slides. Within the wider 

University, he was a strong supporter of multidisciplinary 

research and teaching and made many thoughtful and effective 

contributions to academic debate in Senate. 

III. LUCIANO BOGLIONE - ABSTRACT 

“Prof. Roger Pollard and his PhD students – memories 

and legacy” 

Prof. Pollard supervised and interacted with many students, 

including supervising 56 successful Ph.D. candidates.    

Students are bound to face some serious challenge during 

the stressful years leading to their graduation. Roger’s 

intellectual curiosity and enthusiasm were always available to 

us. He would stimulate your own curiosity to overcome the 

obstacles and move forward. He was accessible to everyone 

and he would always have time for a technical question, 

whether it was coming from one of his students or not. Indeed, 

his positive attitude was infectious – whether during a casual 

chat in the department’s corridor, or an unexpected 

conversation by the water cooler during a break from his 

consulting with Agilent/HP. 

He was very supportive with his students during their time 

in Leeds. Many of his PhD’s have interacted with his 

colleagues at Agilent in Santa Rosa. Instruments and access to 

a semiconductor fab may be easier to have nowadays, but my 

contemporaries remember well Roger’s ability to open doors 

and facilitate our progress in our research. My very first 



 

MMIC amplifier came from Santa Rosa’s HP fab, designed 

and laid out with HP’s MDS software available on the UNIX 

terminals at the University. It was a blast! 

Roger has always been inspiring and jolly in his interactions 

with all of his students. He always had a good word and a 

smile for everyone. Roger would not stop helping once the 

longed-for graduation arrived: he helped to make connections, 

to find jobs, to start new research. His students have become 

professionals, academics, and microwave engineers in all four 

corners of the world – some went back home, some found 

their way abroad. He was a leader for them and all have 

brought Prof. Pollard with them. 

IV. JK MCKINNEY- ABSTRACT 

“The Gift of Time: A review of Roger Pollard’s MTT-S 

Contributions” 

One does not know the amount of time they have. Some 

have more than they may need, while others may not have 

enough. How one uses their time is up to them. It has been 

said the greatest gift a person can give another, is their time. 

Looking back over the last 25 years, we see how Roger chose 

to use his time to the betterment of the Microwave Theory and 

Techniques Society (MTT-S).  

Back in 1986 our friend, Mario A. Maury, Jr. invited Roger 

to come to an AdCom meeting and see what MTT-S was all 

about. This was nothing new, as Mario was known to invite 

people to join the festivities.  

Roger ended up joining Mario’s Membership Service 

Committee. He went on to serve on numerous committees and 

be elected to AdCom. He distinguished himself to his 

colleagues. His voice and stature grew. He served as Society 

President in 1998. 

Roger continued his involvement following his term as 

President. His participation increased with International 

Microwave Symposium. He went from long term service as a 

reviewing member of the Technical Paper Committee to being 

Technical Paper Committee Chair in 2006. His service as TPC 

Chair was alongside his good friend John Barr, who was 

serving as the General Chair. The two had a most enjoyable 

time. 

He also worked with Jeff Pond and assisted in managing the 

implementation of the Technical Paper Management System 

(TPMS). His strong involvement with IMS and TPMS 

continued until December. 

Allotted only so much time, it’s difficult to mention all of 

the wonderful memories and stories Roger shared during the 

years of his service.  

Roger used his time to return value to the Society 

membership. During AdCom meetings he would work to 

ensure the bigger picture was noticed. He would communicate 

one on one to ensure that he understood a given perspective 

that was different than his.  

Even before serving as President, AdCom members would 

seek his council. Roger would encourage, or offer different 

perspectives, in gentle positive ways. He was always available 

to provide time, listen, and assist.  

Roger served the Society for 25 years. He chose to do this 

for more than food and drink. He spent his time with MTT-S 

in order to provide a positive outcome for fellow Society 

Members. Roger, thank you for your gift of time. 

V. MARY WARD-CALLAN - ABSTRACT 

“Roger Pollard:  A Gentleman, Volunteer, and Friend” 

Roger Pollard was a prominent British engineer and 

educator, as well as a long-time volunteer of the IEEE.  He 

had an overwhelming fascination with technology, one that 

persisted up until his death.  Roger’s IEEE contributions were 

diverse, from publications to conferencing, from membership 

to governance. One of Roger’s most important IEEE 

contributions was the role that he played in the creation and 

launch of the IEEE Xplore platform. This achievement created 

an online authoritative source of  technical information, 

allowing IEEE’s intellectual property to be available to 

millions worldwide, and furthering IEEE’s vision of being a 

truly global organization, a particular passion of Roger’s. 

Roger gave freely of his time and intellect to the IEEE and 

to his friends therein during his more than 25 years of 

volunteer service. He was well read and broadly educated, 

often interjecting knowledge of literature, language and the 

arts, and with law, politics, history, and economics thrown in 

for good measure.  From his interest in “Roberts’ Rules of 

Order”, many thought-provoking discussions of parliamentary 

procedures and voting methodologies were spawned.  He was 

a passionate advocate of the groups that he served, and of the 

ideas that he supported. He was an eloquent and persuasive 

speaker, not shying away from expressing strong opinions and 

providing decisive plans to drive to a new future.  Although 

strong in his convictions, Roger was a gentleman, respecting 

others, especially the IEEE professional staff, and listening to 

their opinions, although he did not always agree. Over the past 

years, there were many contentious topics that were addressed 

by the IEEE leadership.  We had rousing debates, strong 

opinions voiced, and frequently some light-hearted moments.  

Roger was frequently the architect of compromise, driving 

widely supported consensus based decisions. And through it 

all, friendships persisted.   

It was Roger’s diverse interests, varied experiences, and 

strong convictions that made Roger an ideal leader of the 

IEEE Technical Activities, as well as making him a strong 

candidate for the IEEE Presidency. Although Roger has held 

many volunteer positions within the IEEE, it was his roles in 

the IEEE Technical Activities, especially in the IEEE MTT 

Society, that he loved the best. At the time of his death, Roger 

was the Secretary of IEEE, a Member of the IEEE Board of 

Directors, and the Past Vice President of Technical Activities.  



 

Roger has left a large volunteer gap within the IEEE but a 

very warm memory of a gracious, passionate, respectful, and 

insightful leader.  More importantly, he has left a big hole in 

the hearts of the IEEE community.  Roger was a gentleman, 

dedicated volunteer, and a true friend to many of us. He is 

sorely missed. 

VI. NICK RIDLER – ABSTRACT 

“Roger Pollard’s contributions to ARFTG” 

One of Roger’s prolonged technical interests, which 

featured throughout his career, was high frequency 

measurements – ranging from RF and microwave, thru to 

millimeter-wave and terahertz frequencies.   It is therefore not 

surprising that Roger developed a long and productive 

association with ARFTG – the Automatic RF Techniques 

Group. 

ARFTG began in the early 1970s.  By the early 1980s, 

Roger was already making significant contributions to 

ARFTG.  In 1984, he published his first two papers at the 

ARFTG conferences. The topics covered by these papers 

included instrument verification, millimeter-wave 

measurements and network analysis.   These three themes 

featured regularly throughout Roger’s career.  In fact the last 

paper Roger published at ARFTG in 2009, some 25 years 

later, also featured all three of these themes.       

Roger personally attended many of the ARFTG Executive 

Committee (ExCom) meetings, and contributed his knowledge 

and experience to ensure the successful evolution of ARFTG.  

This was particularly evident concerning interface with the 

MTT Society.  An example is the Technical Program 

Management System (TPMS) which Roger ‘championed’ 

through MTT-S and then made it available to the ARFTG 

conference organizers.  The TPMS has considerably helped 

ARFTG develop its conference activities.  Another example of 

Roger’s impact on ARFTG’s evolution was his leading role in 

the design/modernization of the new ARFTG logo in 2006.        

In 2008, I had the pleasure of working with Roger on the 

organization of an ARFTG conference – specifically, the 71st 

conference, that took place in Atlanta, GA, in June 2008.  On 

this occasion, Roger was the Technical Program Chair (TPC) 

and I was the Conference Chair.  We soon realized that 2008 

could be considered the 50th anniversary for network 

analyzers.  This was because an article was published by J A 

C Kinnear in 1958 describing an instrument that was, 

arguably, the very first network analyzer.  We therefore chose 

as the conference theme “Network Analysis – 50 years on” 

and included a reprint, in the ARFTG conference digest, of the 

original 1958 article.  

 

VII. HENRI KOMRIJ - ABSTRACT 

“Dr. Roger Pollard – Innovation, Contribution, and 

Leadership  (His Genius with HP/Agilent over 30 years)” 

Dr. Roger Pollard started his friendship with Hewlett-

Packard/Agilent Technologies in 1981.  A letter from a 

Professor at Leeds University seeking a sabbatical with HP 

found its way to HP’s Network Measurements Division.  

Luckily, we responded to that letter because for over 30 years, 

we’ve benefitted greatly from Roger’s innovative 

contributions to multiple network analyzer solutions.  

Each Summer Roger would travel to Santa Rosa, California 

where he would spend a few months contributing to projects, 

provide a fresh perspective, and serve as a confidant for many 

engineers and managers.  His visits were eagerly anticipated 

by the R&D teams.    

Last March, upon Roger’s retirement from Leeds, we were 

fortunate to hire him as an official employee.    We often 

joked Roger was our longest Summer Intern.  It only took us 

30 years to hire him!  

Roger was a key contributor to several technical innovations 

including multiple calibration techniques, noise figure in a 

network analyzer, on-wafer measurements, non-linear VNA, 

materials measurements, and time domain techniques.  

Roger was renowned and greatly respected within 

HP/Agilent for his technical skills.  Many refer to him as a 

genius. It was his leadership and people skills, however, that 

provided even greater value to us.  When I asked colleagues 

what they remember most about Roger, what I heard was: 

• Leadership: His ability to simplify complexity; 

harmoniously blend strong-willed engineering talents; ability 

to motivate and mentor, integrity 

• Infectious Enthusiasm:  His ability to make the Smith 

Chart exciting; encouragement passion; humor 

• Depth and Curiosity: His deep interest in many subjects 

beyond engineering such as politics, construction methods, 

monetary policy, language, culture, status and roles of 

engineers in different countries  

I enjoyed tremendously my weekly meetings with Roger.  

They were filled with technical discussion, novel ideas, 

advice, and humor.   I miss counting on Roger’s technical 

brilliance but it’s his leadership and people skills I’ll miss 

more.   Roger loved development – of people and engineering. 

Perhaps the best way to think about Roger from an 

HP/Agilent perspective is he didn’t have to think out of the 

box.  He never saw a box.   It had been a dream of his to work 

for HP/Agilent when he completed his academic career.   He 

had it backwards.  It was our dream to have him. 
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